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• Form a pair with someone you haven’t really spoken with.
• Introduce yourselves, your research and share a personal fact 

e.g.
• First job
• First live music gig



• Discuss what the term ‘research impact’ means.
• Generally speaking, what might research impact look like in 

practice? Can you think of one example?



• Join with another pair. 
• Compare definitions of ‘research impact’ and make 

refinements to produce a shared definition.
• Then list why research impact is seen as an increasingly 

important issue.



What do we know about research impact now?





ORIGINS
APPLIED RESEARCHER

RESEARCHER EDUCATION
DIGITAL SCHOLAR

ACTIVE ACADEMIC CITIZEN



VALUES
VISIBLE
ACCESSIBLE
ENGAGING (not in a big headed way)
CONNECTIVE
CROSS-DISCIPLINARY
CONTRIBUTION
ENCOURAGING



HOW DO YOU USE SOCIAL MEDIA NOW?

Frequent userInfrequent user

Personal use

Professional use





HOW DO YOU USE SOCIAL MEDIA NOW?

Frequent userInfrequent user

Personal use

Professional use

Facebook

TwitterTrello

Evernote

Pinterest

WordPress

YouTube

Instagram

SlideShare

LinkedIn

Google Drive

Google
Hangouts

Skype

GoodReads



THINKING ABOUT
AUDIENCE
STAKEHOLDERS
RESEARCH USERS
PUBLICS



HOW COULD YOU 
FACILITATE 
ENGAGEMENT?

Discuss with your 
partner how you could 
facilitate effective 
engagement with some 
of the groups identified.

List possible 
engagement strategies. 



HOW HAVE OTHERS 
ENGAGED WITH 

AUDIENCE?
EXAMPLES TO CONSIDER



SINGLE AUTHORED 
PROJECT BLOG
Dr Andrew Wilkins
@andewilkins
saseproject.wordpress.com

Chart whole lifecycle of research project.
Research Questions
Reading
Data collection in real time
Insights into analysis process
Dissemination activities
Publications

Build project fan base. 



CO-AUTHORED BLOG

Dr Heather Mendick, Dr Kim Allen, Laura Harvey 
and Aisha Ahmad
@CelebYouthUK
celebyouth.org

Launched at start of project.
Gave ‘backstage view’ of craft of research.
Similar to SASE Project but perhaps set out to be 
more interactive & inclusive for ‘audience’. 
Encouraged guest blog posts from young people, 
parents and practitioners.
Connected blog to Twitter account.
Became digital sociologists.



CO-AUTHORED TWITTER 
ACCOUNT
Shared responsibility

Built a following

Regular updates and interactions

Visible research processes

Accessible researchers

Shared images & video as well as text



CONNECTING UP 
COMMUNICATION 
MEDIA

Ensure sharing and interaction is 
possible across platforms.

REACH

INFLUENCE

SERENDIPITY OF NETWORKS



RESEARCHER AS DIGITAL 
GURU
CLEAR FOCUS 

VISIBLE

ACCESSIBLE

CONNECTIVE

LEADS & CONTRIBUTES TO DEBATES & KNOWLEDGE

ENABLING

CRITICAL

VALUABLE CONTENT

LOOK AT HER ‘REACH’



TWEETING YOUR 
BLOG POSTS

Building an audience 
can increase reach

LIKES

RETWEETS

COMMENTS



MY TWITTER FOR 
RESEARCH HISTORY
Getting started…

FALSE STARTS

RENEWED COMMITMENT

LEARNING BY LURKING

BECOMING VISIBLE



ONGOING LEARNING

Reading

Following

Interacting

Developing use



YESTERDAY’S 
ACTIVITY
NUMBER OF TWEETS

PURPOSE OF TWEETS

HASHTAGS

QUOTING OTHERS’ TWEETS



METRICS OF ENGAGEMENT



IMPRESSIONS
TOTAL ENGAGEMENTS



VISUALISING 
ENGAGEMENT
HOW ARE PEOPLE 
ENGAGING?



OTHER 
PLATFORMS?

WHAT ARE YOU SHARING?

TEXT

IMAGES

VIDEO

AUDIO

BEING VISIBLE ACROSS 
PLATFORMS.



QUESTIONS ABOUT USING SOCIAL 
MEDIA FOR RESEARCH ENGAGEMENT



www.srhe.ac.uk/downloads/vigurs-katy-003.pdf www.srhe.ac.uk/downloads/vigurs-katy-003.pdf 



Would 
different
output

increase
interest?

Would 
different
output

increase
interest?



Examples of student artists’ initial responses to the selection briefExamples of student artists’ initial responses to the selection brief



Four students. Different styles. Alternative visual interpretations.

This developed my ‘graphic imagination’. I revised my plan from 

four ‘visual vignettes’ to a full comic book. 

I employed all four students artists. Realistic costings negotiated.

Four students. Different styles. Alternative visual interpretations.

This developed my ‘graphic imagination’. I revised my plan from 

four ‘visual vignettes’ to a full comic book. 

I employed all four students artists. Realistic costings negotiated.



Turning eight interview transcripts and the research report into a 30 page comic book.

Storyboards and script writing.

Researcher and student artists working together.

Negotiating the graphic representations and the order of the pages.

Division of labour.

Ongoing processes of interpretation.

Seeing the research through student artists’ eyes.

Turning eight interview transcripts and the research report into a 30 page comic book.

Storyboards and script writing.

Researcher and student artists working together.

Negotiating the graphic representations and the order of the pages.

Division of labour.

Ongoing processes of interpretation.

Seeing the research through student artists’ eyes.



Comic strips in progress. Reviewing and editing draft hand-drawn work Comic strips in progress. Reviewing and editing draft hand-drawn work 



I’d allowed four months to make the comic.
It took six months.

Support and flexibility were important.
We were all learning.

I’d allowed four months to make the comic.
It took six months.

Support and flexibility were important.
We were all learning.
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Processes of 
dissemination
Processes of 
dissemination























VITAE.AC.UK – RESEARCHER DEVELOPMENT



RCUK.AC.UK – RESEARCH 
COUNCILS UK
Public engagement resources & support

Pathways to impact planning

Impact case studies



Identify audiences
What groups will be interested in your data & why?

Identify audiences
What groups will be interested in your data & why?

Resource & 
support needs

What do you need to realise
alternative outputs for wider 

impact? Ask for support.

Resource & 
support needs

What do you need to realise
alternative outputs for wider 

impact? Ask for support.

Select methods of 
engagement

What are the ways you can 
make your research more 

visual & accessible for these 
groups?

Select methods of 
engagement

What are the ways you can 
make your research more 

visual & accessible for these 
groups?

… possible creative pathways to impact?… possible creative pathways to impact?

Over to you …Over to you …

Timing/s
When will you share?

Ongoing?
Will there be an 

optimum time to share 
your findings? 

Timing/s
When will you share?

Ongoing?
Will there be an 

optimum time to share 
your findings? 


